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1.0   INTRODUCTION 
 

This document is a review by the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) of post-cleanup 
Site conditions to ensure that human health and the environment are being protected at the Valley I5 
(Interstate 5) RV (Site), also known as Kent Poulsbo RV.  Cleanup at this Site was implemented under 
the Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA) regulations, Chapter 173-340 Washington Administrative 
Code (WAC).  

 
Cleanup activities at this Site were completed under Ecology’s Voluntary Cleanup Program (VCP).  
VCP identification number for the Site was NW1486.  Following cleanup actions, total petroleum 
hydrocarbons as gasoline and associated compounds of benzene and xylene remain in soil at the Site at 
concentrations exceeding MTCA Method A cleanup levels.  The MTCA Method A cleanup levels for 
soil are established under WAC 173-340-740.  WAC 173-340-420 (2) requires that Ecology conduct a 
periodic review of a Site every five years under the following conditions: 

 
(a) Whenever the department conducts a cleanup action; 
(b) Whenever the department approves a cleanup action under an order, agreed order or consent 

decree; 
(c) Or, as resources permit, whenever the department issues a no further action opinion; 
(d)  And one of the following conditions exists: 

1. Where an institutional control and/or financial assurance is required as part of the 
cleanup action; 

2. Where the cleanup level is based on a practical quantitation limit; or 
3. Where, in the department’s judgment, modifications to the default equations or 

assumptions using site-specific information would significantly increase the 
concentration of hazardous substances remaining at the Site after cleanup or the 
uncertainty in the ecological evaluation or the reliability of the cleanup action is such 
that additional review is necessary to assure long-term protection of human health and 
the environment. 

 
When evaluating whether human health and the environment are being protected, the factors the 
department shall consider include [WAC 173-340-420(4)]: 
 

(a) The effectiveness of ongoing or completed cleanup actions, including the effectiveness of 
engineered controls and institutional controls in limiting exposure to hazardous substances 
remaining at the Site; 

(b) New scientific information for individual hazardous substances or mixtures present at the Site; 
(c) New applicable state and federal laws for hazardous substances present at the Site; 
(d) Current and projected Site and resource uses; 
(e) The availability and practicability of more permanent remedies; and 
(f) The availability of improved analytical techniques to evaluate compliance with cleanup levels. 

 
The Department shall publish a notice of all periodic reviews in the Site Register and provide an 
opportunity for public comment. 
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2.0   SUMMARY OF SITE CONDITIONS 
 

2.1 Site Description and History 
 

The Site is associated with a RV sales and service facility, located at 23051 Military Road South, Kent, 
King County, Washington (see Site Location and Vicinity Map - Appendix 6.1 and 6.2).  The Property 
is currently occupied by Poulsbo RV. The majority of the Property is asphalt paved, with facility 
buildings located in the northern and southern portions of the Property.   
 
The Property is located in a mixed residential-commercial area. It is bordered on the north by a vacant 
lot, on the east by Military Road South, on the south by a Park & Ride lot, and on the west by the 
Interstate 5 onramp. A bakery store separates the northern and southern portions of the Property. 
 
The Property had been used as a residential property from the late 1930s through the early to mid-
1970s.  Prior to its occupancy by Poulsbo RV (and its predecessor Valley I-5 RV in the mid-1980s), 
the Property was occupied by a couple of other commercial businesses, including a construction 
company on the southern portion of the Property, and a glass window and marketing businesses on the 
northern portion of the Property.   
 
Shallow geologic conditions at the Site consist of 3 to 6 feet of fill overlying glacial till to 
approximately 30 feet below ground surface (bgs), the maximum depth explored during the remedial 
investigations and remedial activities.  Therefore, depth to groundwater was reported to be greater than 
30 feet bgs in this area.  Perched groundwater was not encountered during any of the remedial 
investigations or excavations on the Property, although perched groundwater was reported at the 
adjoining bakery at a depth of 10 feet bgs.   
 
However, monitoring wells were installed on the Property by Washington State Department of 
Transportation (WSDOT) in March 2019 in association with a road expansion project (further 
discussed in Section 3.4).  Depth to groundwater in these monitoring wells ranged from 23 to 30 feet 
bgs.  
 
2.2 Site Investigations and Remedial Activities 
 
A 10,000-gallon gasoline underground storage tank (UST) located on the northern portion of the 
Property was removed in 1991.  The tank removal environmental site assessment report indicated that 
the tank was in good condition, and all the confirmational samples met the MTCA Method A soil 
cleanup levels.  

 
Three petroleum USTs, including two 2,000-gallon gasoline USTs and one 1,000-gallon used oil UST, 
a pump and associated fuel lines were removed in 1998 from the southeast side of the southern 
building. A site plan is included in Appendix 6.3.  All three USTs were single-wall steel and appeared 
to be in good condition. Petroleum contaminated soil was only encountered in the soil near the east end 
of Tank 2, below a cracked pipe joint leading from an oil-water separator into the sewer piping system. 
Contaminated soil extended to the glacial till at a depth of approximately 10 to 16 feet bgs. The UST 
closure report indicated that about seven cubic yards of impacted soils were removed and disposed of 
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off-site.  The location of the USTs and the extent of the 1998 excavation are shown on Appendix 6.4. 
The confirmation soil sample results indicated that gasoline-range petroleum hydrocarbons exceeding 
MTCA Method A cleanup levels remained in the vicinity of Tank 2.   

 
Following the UST removal, additional environmental site assessment studies were conducted by LSI 
Adapt in 2004 and 2005.  The results indicated that petroleum contaminated soil remained in the 
vicinity of the former gasoline USTs, very close to the southeast side of the southern building and 
possibly underneath the building.  The highest gasoline concentration was detected at 1,200 milligrams 
per kilogram (mg/kg) and benzene at 60 micrograms per kilogram (µg/kg) from Boring HB-1. It was 
estimated that approximately 50 to 100 cubic yards of petroleum contaminated soils remain at depths 
greater than 10 feet bgs in this area.  However, the residual contaminants do not appear to have 
impacted the groundwater. 

 
2.3 Regulatory Summary 

 
Ecology issued a No Further Action (NFA) determination letter on November 16, 2006 contingent 
upon satisfying the requirements of a Restrictive Covenant recorded on the Property on October 9, 
2006.   
 
2.4 Cleanup Standards 
 
Cleanup standards consist of cleanup levels and points of compliance, which must be established for 
each site.  Cleanup levels determine at what level a particular hazardous substance does not threaten 
human health or the environment. Points of compliance designate the location on the site where the 
cleanup levels must be met.  
 

a) Cleanup Levels 
 

The Site is located in a mixed commercial and residential area. Soil cleanup levels suitable 
for unrestricted land uses are therefore applicable to this Site.  
 
Because the cleanup at this Site was relatively straight forward and involved few hazardous 
substances, the MTCA Method A cleanup levels for unrestricted land uses were deemed 
applicable and appropriate. Note that the Method A cleanup levels were established based on 
protection of groundwater and direct contact.  

 
b) Points of Compliance 
 

For soil, the point of compliance is the area where the soil cleanup levels shall be attained.  
For soil cleanup levels based on the protection of groundwater, as they are for this Site, the 
point of compliance is established as soils throughout the Site.   
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2.5 Restrictive Covenant 
 
Based on the Site use, surface cover and cleanup levels, it was determined that the Site was eligible for 
a ‘No Further Action’ determination if a Restrictive Covenant was recorded for the Property.  A 
Restrictive Covenant was recorded for the Property in 2006 which imposed the following limitations: 

 
Section 1. A portion of the Property contains gasoline-range TPH, benzene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes 
contaminated soil located immediately adjacent to and under the southeast portion of the southern 
maintenance and sales building. The Owner shall not alter, modify, or remove the existing structure in 
any manner that may result in the release or exposure to the environment of that contaminated soil or 
create a new exposure pathway without prior written approval from Ecology. 

 
Any activity on the Property that may result in the release or exposure to the environment of the 
contaminated soil that was contained as part of the Remedial Action, or create a new exposure 
pathway, is prohibited. Some examples of activities that are prohibited in the capped areas include: 
drilling, digging, placement of any objects or use of any equipment which deforms or stresses the 
surface beyond its load bearing capability, piercing the surface with a rod, spike or similar item, 
bulldozing or earthwork. 

 
Section 2. Any activity on the Property that may interfere with the integrity of the Remedial Action 
and continued protection of human health and the environment is prohibited. 

 
Section 3. Any activity on the Property that may result in the release or exposure to the environment of 
a hazardous substance that remains on the Property as part of the Remedial Action, or create a new 
exposure pathway, is prohibited without prior written approval from Ecology. 

 
Section 4. The Owner of the property must give thirty (30) day advance written notice to Ecology of 
the Owner's intent to convey any interest in the Property. No conveyance of title, easement, lease, or 
other interest in the Property shall be consummated by the Owner without adequate and complete 
provision for continued monitoring, operation, and maintenance of the Remedial Action. 

 
Section 5. The Owner must restrict leases to uses and activities consistent with the Restrictive 
Covenant and notify all lessees of the restrictions on the use of the Property. 

 
Section 6. The Owner must notify and obtain approval from Ecology prior to any use of the Property 
that is inconsistent with the terms of this Restrictive Covenant. Ecology may approve any inconsistent 
use only after public notice and comment. 

 
Section 7. The Owner shall allow authorized representatives of Ecology the right to enter the Property 
at reasonable times for the purpose of evaluating the Remedial Action; to take samples, to inspect 
remedial actions conducted at the property, and to inspect records that are related to the Remedial 
Action. 

 
Section 8. The Owner of the Property reserves the right under WAC 173-340-440 to record an 
instrument that provides that this Restrictive Covenant shall no longer limit use of the Property or be of 
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any further force or effect. However, such an instrument may be recorded only if Ecology, after public 
notice and opportunity for comment, concurs. 

 
The Restrictive Covenant is available in Appendix 6.5. 
  
3.0   PERIODIC REVIEW 
 
3.1 Effectiveness of completed cleanup actions 
 
Based upon the Site visit conducted on March 26, 2019, the Site is currently occupied by Poulsbo RV.  
The building and pavement (cap) at the Property appeared in good condition in most areas.  However, 
a couple small areas of asphalt were deteriorating.  Ecology advised Mr. Scott Twomey (General 
Manager of Poulsbo RV) that the asphalt in these areas should be repaired.  Based on the overall 
condition of the cap, it continues to provide an adequate barrier to prevent human exposure through 
ingestion and direct contact with remaining contaminated soils. A photo log is available in Appendix 
6.6.   

 
The Restrictive Covenant for the Property was recorded in 2006 and remains active.  This Restrictive 
Covenant requires Ecology’s approval prior to conducting any activities that will result in the release 
of contaminants at the Site. It also prohibits any use of the Property that is inconsistent with the 
Restrictive Covenant.  This Restrictive Covenant serves to ensure the long term integrity of the 
remedy.  

 
3.2 New scientific information for individual hazardous substances or 

mixtures present at the Site 
 
There is no new relevant scientific information for the contaminants related to the Site. 
 
3.3 New applicable state and federal laws for hazardous substances 

present at the Site 
 
There are no new state or federal laws applicable to hazardous substances present at the Site. 
 
The cleanup at the Site was governed by Chapter 173-340 WAC (1996 ed.). WAC 173-340-702(12) 
(c) [2001 ed.] provides that,  

 
“A release cleaned up under the cleanup levels determined in (a) or (b) of this subsection shall not be 
subject to further cleanup action due solely to subsequent amendments to the provision in this chapter 
on cleanup levels, unless the department determines, on a case-by-case basis, that the previous cleanup 
action is no longer sufficiently protective of human health and the environment.” 
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3.4 Current and projected Site use 
 
The Site is currently used as a RV sales and service facility.  There have been no changes in current 
Site or resource uses. However, the future Site use will likely change.  Mr. Scott Twomey indicated 
that the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) intends to purchase the southern 
portion of the property (in the vicinity of the remaining contamination on the Site) in approximately 
the next year for a road expansion project.  
 
Mr. Patrick Svoboda of WSDOT was in the process of sampling a groundwater monitoring well during 
Ecology’s Site visit on March 26, 2019.  Mr. Svoboda indicated that five groundwater monitoring 
wells were installed on the property in March 2019 associated with the road expansion project.  
 
Mr. Andrey Chepel, the WSDOT Project Engineer, indicated that it would likely be a couple years 
before earthwork begins for the road expansion project.  Mr. Chepel indicated he was aware of the 
Restrictive Covenant and the notification requirements. 
 
Mr. Chepel provided an analytical laboratory report dated April 3, 2019 that included sample results 
for two of the groundwater monitoring wells (samples B-2P-W and B-5P-W).  The groundwater 
samples were analyzed for gasoline-range total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH), diesel-range TPH, oil-
range TPH, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) including BTEX, semivolatile organics, and total 
RCRA metals.  Detected concentrations of the analyzed contaminants were all below the applicable 
MTCA cleanup levels.    
 
Well B-2P is located near the northeast corner of the southern building, which is approximately 20 to 
80 feet north of the three former USTs (the cleanup area).  Well B-2P was drilled to a depth of 44 feet 
bgs, and depth to groundwater was measured at 30.2 feet bgs.  Well B-5P is located at the northwest 
end of the southern building, which is approximately 230 feet northwest of the cleanup area.  Well B-
5P was drilled to a depth of 25 feet bgs, and depth to groundwater was measured at 22.5 feet bgs.  
 
3.5 Availability and practicability of more permanent remedies 
 
The remedy implemented included containment of hazardous substances, and it continues to be 
protective of human health.  While more permanent remedies may be available, they are still not 
practicable at this Site. 
 
3.6 Availability of improved analytical techniques to evaluate compliance 

with cleanup levels  
 
The analytical methods used at the time of the remedial action were capable of detection below 
selected Site cleanup levels.  The presence of improved analytical techniques would not affect 
decisions or recommendations made for the Site. 
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4.0     CONCLUSIONS 
 
The following conclusions have been made as a result of this periodic review: 

 
• The cleanup actions completed at the Site appear to be protective of human health and the 

environment. 
 

• Soil cleanup levels have not been met at the Site; however, the cleanup action for the property 
is determined to comply with cleanup standards under WAC 173-340-740(6) (f), since the 
long-term integrity of the containment system is ensured and the requirements for containment 
technologies have been met. 

 
• The Restrictive Covenant for the Property is in place and continues to be effective in protecting 

public health and the environment from exposure to hazardous substances and protecting the 
integrity of the cleanup action.  
 

• The building and pavement (cap) at the Property appeared in good condition in most areas 
during Ecology’s Site visit.  However, a couple small areas of asphalt were deteriorating.  
Ecology advised Poulsbo RV that the asphalt in these areas should be repaired.  However, 
based on the overall condition of the cap, it continues to provide an adequate barrier to prevent 
human exposure through ingestion and direct contact with remaining contaminated soils. 

 
Based on this periodic review, the Department of Ecology has determined that the requirements of the 
Restrictive Covenant continue to be met.  No additional cleanup actions are required at this time.  It is 
the property owner’s responsibility to continue to inspect the Site to assure that the integrity of the 
remedy is maintained. 
 
4.1 Next Review 
 
The next review for the Site will be scheduled five years from the date of this periodic review.  In the 
event that additional cleanup actions or institutional controls are required, the next periodic review will 
be scheduled five years from the completion of those activities. 
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6.1 Site Location and Topographic Map 
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6.2 Site Vicinity Map 
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6.3 Site Plan 
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6.4 Extent of the 1998 Excavation and Confirmation Sampling Locations 
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6.5 Environmental Covenant 
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6.6 Photo Log 
 
Photo1: The southeast side of the southern building (former UST/cleanup area), facing southwest. 

 
 
Photo 2: The southeast side of the southern building (former UST/cleanup area), facing northeast. 
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Photo 3: The asphalt was in good condition in most areas, but a couple small areas were deteriorating.  

 
 
Photo 4: WSDOT recently installed five groundwater monitoring wells on the property. 
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